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Abstract 

Title:      Earth – Mars Cycler Vehicle Conceptual Design 

Author:    Bhumika Patel 

Advisor:  Markus Wilde, Ph. D. 

This thesis summarizes a conceptual design for an Earth – Mars Cycler vehicle designed to 

transfer astronauts between Earth and Mars. The primary objective of the design study is to 

accommodate the crews’ needs and to estimate the overall mass and power required during 

Earth – Mars transfer. The study defines a concept of operations and system functional 

requirements and discusses the systems breakdown and subsystems design analysis. Systems 

developed for the cycler vehicle is designed primarily for the S1L1 cycler trajectory. The 

initial sizing of cycler subsystems is based on reference data from historical human 

spaceflight. The study performed for subsystems requirements is based on one-way trip 

(~154 days) to Mars. The study also addresses accommodations and life support 

requirements. The study does not include any detailed discussions related to the process of 

the vehicle assembly and launch from the ground.                 
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1. Introduction 

Since long before humans had set foot on the Moon, they were fascinated by Earth’s 

neighbor planet Mars. Ever since the 1950s, the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) has been working on conceptual designs of human spaceflight 

missions to Mars. Many mission plans have been proposed by multiple space organizations 

from around the world for crewed Mars missions and Mars colonization. However, there are 

many challenges on the way before humans reach their destination. Scientists need to 

consider the energy and resources required to transfer between Earth-Mars planetary orbits 

such as time to travel, crew safety and accommodations, life support, space radiation 

protection, power and propulsion, communications etc. Many concepts have been proposed 

over the last few years. This thesis studies the conceptual design of an Earth-Mars Cycler 

vehicle which is intended to travel on the S1L1 trajectory and transfer astronauts between 

Earth and Mars.  

Chapter 1 presents the mission background for the Earth-Mars human spaceflight mission in 

Section 1.1. This chapter discusses the cycler trajectories available for crew transfer to Mars. 

It also includes mission objectives and scopes for cycler vehicle in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 

lists the limitations considered for the conceptual design of the cycler vehicle for safety of 

the crew.  

1.1 Mission Background 

There are several kinds of trajectories that have been developed for Earth-Mars 

transportation system. Some trajectories have longer (>6 months) time of flight (TOF) to 

Mars while others are shorter (<6 months). For human transportation to Mars, the trips on 
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shorter trajectories are considered suitable. The trajectories that circulates around the same 

planets repeatedly are called cycler trajectories. The spacecraft that travels regularly on this 

cycler trajectory is known as a ‘cycler vehicle’ which will be used as a regular transport 

vehicle between Earth and Mars. However, since the cycler trajectories never get on closed 

orbits around either of the planets, it is required to have separate crew transfer spacecraft for 

a cycler-based mission architecture.  

In the late 1960s, Hollister [1] demonstrated the utility of gravity-assist maneuvers and 

showed that the missions using multiple gravity-assist flybys were possible. Soon after, 

Hollister [2] and Menning [3] introduced ballistic gravity-assist trajectories that flyby Earth 

and Venus repeatedly. Rall [4] was the first one to develop that Earth-Mars Cycler trajectory 

in 1969 which was later summarized by Rall and Hollister [5]. The only issue with the cycler 

proposed by Rall and Hollister is that it repeats every four synodic periods (𝜏 ~ 2
1

7
 years) or 

more which means it would take longer to transfer between Earth-Mars. Following in 1985, 

Aldrin [6] proposed that a cycler which repeats each synodic period may exist, which was 

then later on named the ‘Aldrin Cycler’. This theory was also supported by Byrnes and 

Longuski [7]. During the same time period, Niehoff [8] investigated VISIT-1 and VISIT-2 

cyclers which later were compared to the Aldrin cycler by Friedlander [9], where VISIT-1 

cycler encounters Earth 3 times and Mars 4 times in 15 years while VISIT-2 cycler 

encounters Earth 5 times and Mars 2 times in 15 years. Moreover, there are several other 

cycler trajectories identified by Niehoff [10], Byrnes et al. [11], Russell and Ocampo [12] 

which have been also considered as possible solutions for Earth-Mars transportation. The 

difference between these cycler trajectories is the day in the synodic period on which the 

spacecraft is launched from Earth.  

Among all these trajectories, the ‘ballistic S1L1 cycler’ trajectory is considered as a nominal 

trajectory for currently proposed human spaceflight missions to Mars including the Cyclic 

Pathways to Occupy Mars (CPOM) [13]. The main advantage of a ballistic cycler trajectory 

is that it relies on gravitational forces while the powered cycler requires large amounts of 

propellant for maneuvering. Thus, the advantage of a ballistic cycler vehicle is that it can 
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have more space, and therefore more comfort, which is preferred for the crew on longer 

human spaceflight missions. However, the Aldrin cycler is considered to be the simplest way 

to Mars, repeating every single synodic period. It is discussed in the STOUR analysis done 

by Rogers et al. [14] about 𝑣∞ leveraging for Earth-Mars cycler trajectories, the Aldrin cycler 

also has higher hyperbolic access velocity ( 𝑣∞ ) at launch (3.449 km/s) and during              

flyby (6.546 km/s) periods than the S1L1 which has launch 𝑣∞ =2.492 km/s and flyby 

𝑣∞=3.657 km/s. Obtaining a higher 𝑣∞ results in higher propulsive changes, thus use of more 

propellant to escape the orbit to go to Mars or Earth. This increases overall system mass and 

mission cost. Rogers has exhibited STOUR analysis results for direct ∆𝑣 (with leveraging 

𝑣∞ ) required to launch directly from low Earth orbit (LEO) to cycler orbits with one 

impulsive burn (without any gravity assist maneuvers) for the cycler vehicle which is      

5.011 km/s for the Aldrin cycler and 3.796 km/s for the S1L1 cycler. Furthermore, it can be 

seen from the rocket equation [3] that low ∆𝑣 requires low amounts of propellant, thus the 

S1L1 cycler trajectory was selected for the vehicle design analysis in this paper.  

The ‘ballistic S1L1 cycler’ trajectory is illustrated in Figure 1 below. As shown in Figure 1, 

the cycler returns to Earth every two synodic periods (4
2

7
 years); however, it also encounters 

Earth at time 𝑡 = 2.8276 years (referred as short period) after the first Earth departure. Also, 

the cycler makes two solar revolutions while on short period leg which means it crosses Mars 

orbit four times before it encounters Earth at 𝑡 = 2.8276 years. The cycler also returns to 

Earth after another one and half solar revolutions at t = 4
2

7
 years (referred as long period), 

thus called ‘S1L1 cycler’ in reference [15]. However, no ∆𝑣 maneuvers are necessary to 

keep the vehicle on S1L1 due to gravity assist maneuvers during Earth flybys (thus the name 

‘Ballistic S1L1 Cycler’). McConaghy et al. [15] found that the incoming and outgoing 𝑣∞ at 

Earth (~4.71 km/s) are identical so that the required velocity change can be achieved using 

gravity-assist flybys. The first transfer opportunity (at t = 0) from Earth to Mars crossing is 

the same as the fourth Mars crossing to Earth (at t = 2.8276 years) which is 153.15 days as 

mentioned in reference [15]. Moreover, it is suggested by NASA’s Mars Design Reference 

Architecture [16] that the transfer time of 180 days or less is preferable for the health of the 
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crew. This is another reason for considering the ‘ballistic S1L1 cycler’ trajectory for the 

vehicle conceptual design in this thesis.   

 

Figure 1 - Ballistic S1L1 Cycler Trajectory [15]        

The characteristics of the cycler trajectory are one of the key elements for analysis of the 

vehicle design. The orbital parameters are required mainly to configure vehicle’s power and 

propulsion systems. Table 1 below summarizes some applicable characteristics of the 

ballistic S1L1 cycler determined by McConaghy et al. [15]. The S1L1 cyclers have multiple 

legs that change orbital characteristics after each Earth flyby. The characteristics of the first 

leg with higher aphelion distance are used to establish vehicle power and thermal 

requirements. As shown in Figure 1, the S1L1 cycler encounters Mars before aphelion. It is 

mentioned in reference [15] that the cycler vehicle, Earth, and Mars returns to their initial 

state on S1L1 trajectory every 30 years which is almost seven cycles of two synodic period. 

Therefore, the design lifetime of 30 years has been considered for the cycler concept design.   
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Table 1 - S1L1 Cycler Trajectory Parameters [15] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Objectives and Scope 

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop a conceptual design for an Earth-Mars 

cycler vehicle which includes cycler mission analysis and subsystem concept designs. The 

vehicle will serve as an interplanetary transportation hub between Earth and Mars while 

maintaining the S1L1 cycler trajectory and repeatedly encountering both planets. The cycler 

is intended to orbit the Sun and does not enter spheres of influence of both planets. Thus, as 

mentioned before, it is required to have a transfer vehicle between the planets and the cycler. 

The cycler will be used as a ‘railroad-line’ between both planets with ability to dock and 

undock with a crew transfer vehicle. Therefore, the cycler will be designed with the ability 

of providing accommodations to the crew during the transfer time. Although, while traveling 

in deep space, the cycler vehicle requires to have adequate protection and longer lifespan 

redundant subsystems designs. One of the advantages of the cycler vehicle is that it will be 

used multiple times for Earth and Mars transportation which makes mission more cost 

effective compared to launching new spacecraft every time to Mars. The goal of this research 

is to analyze mission requirements and prepare a conceptual design for the cycler vehicle for 

multi-decade lifetime.  

Orbital Parameter Value 

Semi-Major Axis 1.945×108 km (1.30 AU)  

Eccentricity 0.257 

Aphelion Radius 2.454×108 km (1.64 AU) 

Perihelion Radius 1.451×108 km (0.97 AU) 

Direct ∆𝑣   

(LEO to S1L1 with one impulsive burn) 
3.796 km/s 

Earth – Mars Transfer Time ~ 154 days 

Repeat Time 4
2

7
 years 

𝑣∞ Flyby 3.657 km/s 
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1.3 Limitations 

While designing the concept of Earth-Mars cycler vehicle, there are few limitations and 

constraints being considered to make the analysis more feasible and reliable. It was assumed 

that the Earth and Mars have circular coplanar orbits and that the Earth-Mars synodic period 

(𝜏) is exactly 2
1

7
 years. In addition, it was also assumed that only Earth provides gravity-

assist maneuvers to the cycler while the cycler trajectory does not change on Mars encounter 

based on reference [15]. The cycler vehicle design analysis is limited to accommodate a crew 

of six astronauts which limits the sizing of pressurized volume, habitat, and life support. 

Also, the use of nuclear energy to achieve high power capability is being avoided due to 

safety of the crew. As discussed above, the ballistic S1L1 trajectory has a minimum one-

way trip duration of approximately 154 days. However, based on S1L1 trajectory discussion, 

it can be concluded that if the Mars arrival is aborted, it will take 2.8276 years (~1032 days) 

for the crew to return back to Earth. During the cycler concept design analysis, it was also 

assumed that the crew transfer vehicle is fully loaded with all necessary resources needed 

for the crew and propellants for Earth and Mars arrival-departure trips.              
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2. Mission Architecture 

The primary objective of the cycler vehicle is to transfer the crew spacecraft between Earth 

and Mars. In this case, the cycler acts as a hub station which provides all the necessary 

resources to the crew on-board during transfer. Meanwhile, it also needs to maintain its S1L1 

cycler trajectory to provide recurring trips to Earth and Mars. Thus, a vehicle self-

maintenance system on-board becomes necessary.  

This chapter discusses the mission architecture of the Earth-Mars cycler vehicle based on 

the S1L1 cycler trajectory. An overview of the Concept of Operations (ConOps) of the cycler 

is presented in section 2.1. Sections 2.2 lists the system functional requirements and section 

2.3 shows the system breakdown structure. The vehicle initial sizing calculations and 

estimations can be seen in section 2.4.   

2.1 Cycler Concept of Operations (ConOps) 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 above, the ‘ballistic S1L1 cycler’ trajectory is currently 

considered as most notable trajectory between Earth-Mars transportation. Therefore, the 

design analysis presented for the cycler vehicle of the Earth-Mars mission in this paper is 

based on the S1L1 trajectory. The ConOps of the cycler vehicle was developed as foundation 

of the mission architecture which can be seen in Figure 2 below. The ConOps simply 

represents an overview of the operations to be performed by the cycler vehicle. Figure 2 

shows that the initial step for the mission is to have separated the elements of the cycler to 

be launched using the commercially available launchers and assemble the cycler in LEO as 

shown from Stage 1 to Stage N. Once the vehicle is fully assembled, it will be transferred 

from LEO to the S1L1 cycler trajectory using one impulsive burn for required direct ∆𝑣 of 

3.796 km/s. The cycler vehicle assembly in LEO and launch to S1L1 trajectory are onetime 

occurring events. 
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After the cycler becomes fully operational on the S1L1 trajectory, the crew transfer vehicle 

(CTV) will be launched to crew-waystation (C-W) in LEO and then transferred from C-W 

to cycler using hyperbolic rendezvous when cycler encounters Earth orbit. CTV will dock 

with the cycler vehicle and the crew will transfer to the cycler during the transfer flight of 

154 days to Mars. On Mars encounter, the crew will transfer back to CTV and undock from 

the cycler to move towards Mars through hyperbolic rendezvous potentially using 

aerocapture [17]. On a return trip to Earth, it will be a similar process as Mars arrival, only 

after minimum stay period for the crew on Mars is over and cycler vehicle encounters Mars. 

The CTV will launch to S1L1 and dock with cycler for return trip of 154 days to Earth. 

Furthermore, all these tasks need to be performed when the correct transfer/return launch 

constraints are met considering the synodic periods between Earth and Mars. Opportunities 

to launch CTV from Earth occur about every two synodic periods (4
2

7
 years) for the S1L1 

cycler trajectory.           

Additionally, Figure 2 shows that a cycler resupply mission is required to keep the cycler 

equipped with necessary resources for crew life support and vehicle maintenance. Thus, the 

operations of a resupply module (RM) are also shown. The resupply mission takes place 

when vehicle is on the short leg of S1L1 trajectory which is called Earth-Earth loop since it 

only encounters Earth. Resupply mission is launched when crew returns to Earth and the 

cycler enters on Earth-Earth loop. The RM payload (such as food, water, solar panels, 

propellant for CTV refuel, supplies, etc.) will then be transferred to the cycler and RM will 

return to Earth when cycler encounters Earth again. Later cycler moves to the long leg which 

is labeled as Earth-Mars loop in Figure 2 and another crew will be launched for a trip to 

Mars.    
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2.2 System Functional Requirements 

The purpose of the cycler mission is to transfer a crew of astronauts and the CTV between 

Earth and Mars while maintaining the S1L1 cycler trajectory. The S1L1 trajectory repeats 

every two Earth-Mars synodic period (𝜏 = 2
1

7
 years) which is 4

2

7
 years and the cycler 

encounters Earth and Mars multiple times, but the opportunity for the CTV launch will occur 

every 4
2

7
 years. Based on the concept of operations in Section 2.1 above, the mission 

objectives were broken down into functional requirements of the cycler system. The main 

functions and corresponded requirements are depicted in Figure 3.  

 The cycler vehicle shall maintain closed S1L1 trajectory for multi-decade lifetime. 

 The cycler vehicle shall provide reliable and safe flight to the crew of six astronauts.  

 The cycler vehicle shall transfer CTV between Earth and Mars on shortest leg of S1L1.  

 The cycler vehicle shall have on-board self-maintenance system while maneuvering on 

S1L1.  

 The cycler vehicle shall be able to receive Resupply Module delivery. 

As Figure 3 indicates, the cycler will need to have communications link to Earth for data 

transfer and status reports, and attitude control for maneuvering in order to maintain the 

S1L1 trajectory. For long lifespan, the cycler will need to be designed with robust structure 

to handle long term power providing system and thermal control system, recycling of air and 

water for reuse, and protection from radiation and collisions. The cycler should provide 

enough oxygen and water, medical needs, relevant thermal control, and protection from 

radiation to the crew. The design should have accommodations and habitable space for at 

least six astronauts as mentioned in Figure 3. During transfer operations, it is required to 

have communication with the crew on-board the CTV, ability of docking-undocking, and 

crew transfer between the cycler and the CTV. The robotics maintenance system, storage, 

repair and replace of parts, extravehicular activity (EVA), and autonomous vehicle 

monitoring can be included as part of self-maintenance system. The cycler should also be 

designed with a delivery handling capability in order to receive supplies delivery from Earth.    
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2.3 System Breakdown 

Based on the functional requirements, the cycler vehicle system can be broken down into 

primary subsystems. The system breakdown structure is shown in Figure 4 below. The cycler 

vehicle system is divided into eight primary subsystems: Power, Payload, Communication 

& Data, Maintenance & Supplies, Structures, Thermal Control System (TCS), Environment 

Control & Life Support System (ECLSS), and Guidance, Navigation, and Controls (GNC) 

system combined with Propulsions system. Each subsystem is characterized by different 

functions of the vehicle system as seen in Figure 4. All subsystems concept design 

specifications are discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Cycler System Breakdown Structure 
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The power subsystem consists of primary power source which in case of the cycler vehicle 

is solar photovoltaics (solar arrays). It also includes Power Management and Distribution 

(PMAD) system required to distribute the produced power to system users. Some of the basic 

requirements for the power system are that the solar arrays shall produce minimum average 

power required at end of life (EOL) at aphelion of the S1L1 cycler trajectory which is farthest 

distance from the Sun. The power system shall be designed for lifetime of 30 years.  

The payload subsystem consists of payloads to be transferred between Earth and Mars which 

in this case are CTV, resupply module, and the crew. The cycler is required to have ability 

to dock-undock with CTV and resupply module. The crew should be limited to six 

astronauts.  

The GNC & propulsion are combined subsystems to keep the spacecraft on course from 

launch to S1L1 trajectory, maintain the trajectory, and to ensure it is properly oriented and 

stabilized. The propulsion system includes thrusters and propellant required to launch the 

vehicle from LEO to S1L1, which is a one-time event. The requirements for the propulsion 

system include minimum thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.3 [18] for translation maneuver to go 

from LEO to S1L1 and direct ∆𝑣= 3.796 km/s with one impulsive burn to escape Earth. The 

GNC system includes attitude control system, star tracking sensors, and sun sensors for 

guidance, navigation and control. GNC system ensures that the cycler vehicle, antennas, and 

solar arrays are always pointed where they require to be in the presence of internal and 

external disturbances. The attitude control system shall provide control torques to encounter 

disturbance torques.  

The ECLSS system is required to keep the crew alive and stable, which means it shall provide 

resources the crew require and deal with their output while keeping the environment 

physiologically acceptable. Thus, ECLSS shall include hygiene facilities, water and waste 

management, atmosphere control and management, accommodation for the crew, and health 

and safety equipment on-board the cycler vehicle. The water management system of ECLSS 
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shall also have capability of recycling at least 90% of water for reuse as per NASA’s Life 

Support Baseline Document [19].  

The thermal control system is necessary to maintain comfortable temperature for the crew 

and operating temperatures for equipment and other systems. The system includes equipment 

for heat rejection (i.e. radiators), acquisition (cold plates and heat exchangers), and 

transportation (heat pumps, valves, etc.). The system shall provide control of comfortable 

range of air conditions for the crew. The thermal control system shall also provide coolant 

temperature near 6 oC to control humidity and heat from the habitat’s air [18].  

The communication and data (C&D) system is needed to provide command and data 

processing, communication with Earth, space-to-space communication, and radio frequency 

relay capability to support EVA. The subsystem includes ground support, command and data 

handling systems, and various communications devices such as high and low gain antennas 

and more. The in-space communication requirements include maximum crew-to-crew voice 

transfer delay of 0.1 s and video transmission delay of 1.5 s [18]. The data handling system 

requires both large and small computing hardware. However, the technology has been 

developing at very high rate over past few years which might be an advantage for the space 

communication and data handling.   

The structures system is required to hold antennas, sensors, pressurized modules, and 

actuating mechanism stabilized in space. It also protects sensitive components from external 

environments such as radiation, shock, vibration, and micrometeorite collision. The system 

consists of structures such as propellant tanks, habitat modules, docking mechanisms, 

airlocks, viewports, and more. It should be designed in the way that it can maintain 

alignments of sensors, optics, and antennas while on S1L1. The structures system shall be 

designed to withstand maximum accelerations, forces, and torques expected during the 

mission with design limit load at 99% of statistical probability [18]. The metal structures 

shall be designed with ultimate factor of safety of 1.4 while composite or bonded structures 

with ultimate factor of safety of 2.0 [20].  
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The maintenance and supplies subsystem is required to maintain the cycler and keep it fully 

functional for multi-decades. The cycler needs to have storage for necessary tools for its self-

maintenance system, replacement parts, refueling propellants, extra-vehicular activities 

(EVA) equipment, and food, oxygen and water for the crew. Since the crew is on-board the 

cycler only during transfers to Mars and Earth, the autonomous system is necessary to keep 

the vehicle operational for reusability. External and internal robotic manipulators can be 

useful to perform various tasks without the crew on-board. The requirements include truss 

assembly, vehicle inspection and maintenance, EVA support, resupply vehicle unloading, 

and replacement unit change-outs.      

2.4 Vehicle Initial Sizing 

Before starting subsystems concept designs for the cycler, it is ideal to have initial sizing 

baseline of the system. Thus, this section discusses the initial mass and power budgets for 

the cycler mission estimated based on historical missions data of Human Spaceflight [18].    

2.4.1 Estimating Initial Vehicle Mass  

The first step of sizing the vehicle is to estimate the habitable (or pressurized) volume 

required by the crew. For the cycler vehicle, crew safety and accommodation are the first 

priorities during the transfer to Mars and Earth. Based on the NASA Human Integration 

Design Handbook [21], it is necessary to determine minimum habitable volume to ensure 

safe and effective tasks can be performed by the crew. Figure 5 shows the historical data of 

volume required by a crewmember for mission duration based on human spaceflight 

missions [21]. With the experience-based method, the trend-line in Figure 5 has the equation, 

                                𝑉𝐶𝑀 = 6.67 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 7.79                                                  [1] 

Where, 𝑉𝐶𝑀 is pressurized volume required by a crewmember (CM) in m3/CM and tmission is 

mission duration in days. Equation [1] from reference [21] shows that the habitable volume 

required for the crew can be estimated from Earth-Mars transfer trip durations. Thus, the 
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minimum pressurized volume required by the crew of six for one-way trip duration of         

154 days to Mars was calculated to be 155 m3. The habitable volume calculated includes 

some of the crew supplies. However, Figure 5 only shows the historical guidelines for the 

total pressurized volume and not the additional volume required for spacecraft subsystems.  

 

Figure 5 – Reference plot of Historical Human Spaceflights [19] 

An initial estimate for the mass of the vehicle was calculated using Equation [2] based on 

historical data of human spaceflight modules from reference [18], which gives an initial mass 

estimation at the end of the ∆𝑣 maneuver from LEO to S1L1. 

                      𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦 = 592 (𝑛𝐶𝑀 ∙  𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  ∙  𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 )
0.346

                                              [2] 

Where, 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦 is dry mass in kg, 𝑛𝐶𝑀  = number of crewmember and 𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠  is total 

pressurized volume required by the crew in m3.   

Furthermore, Equation [2] only estimates initial mass for the crew habitat module and does 

not include any other system masses. Therefore, the system design integration becomes 
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necessary to estimate the ideal mass budget for the cycler vehicle. Applying Equation [2] for 

the cycler, the minimum dry mass of the cycler for one-way trip duration of 154 days for the 

crew of six with 155 m3 of pressurized volume was estimated to 35,990 kg. However, the 

dry mass calculated using Equation [2] does not include masses of crew and consumables 

required for the mission duration. Thus, mass of crew is estimated by assuming 94 kg per 

person with 42 kg per spacesuit and consumables are estimated to be 8 kg per day per person 

which includes nitrogen, water, food, oxygen, etc. [21] Therefore, total mass that needs to 

be launched in S1L1 trajectory was estimated to be 44,250 kg. Based on estimated vehicle 

dry mass, the required propellant mass (𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝)  for one impulsive maneuver was also 

calculated using the rocket equation written as Equation [3].  

                                                   𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦(𝑒
∆𝑣

𝐼𝑠𝑝 𝑔 − 1)                                                [3] 

Where, ∆𝑣 (in m/s) is the required change in velocity for propulsive maneuver, 𝐼𝑠𝑝  (in 

seconds) is specific impulse of the propulsion system, and g is the gravitational acceleration 

constant which is 9.81 m/s2. Direct ∆𝑣  for single impulse burn from LEO to S1L1 is         

3.796 km/s as mentioned in Section 1.1. Considering the use of most efficient engine 

propulsion system available with 𝐼𝑠𝑝 of 465 s [22], the minimum propellant mass required 

for the cycler vehicle to go from LEO to S1L1 with one impulsive burn was calculated to be 

57,440 kg. The propulsion system mass that contains mass of tanks, pipelines, engines, and 

supporting structures is estimated to be 15% of propellant mass for a conceptual design [18] 

which gives an estimate of 8,620 kg of dry propulsion system mass. Adding propulsion 

system mass to dry mass of the vehicle updates the dry mass to 52,860 kg. The propellant 

mass can also be reiterated to 68,625 kg based on updated dry mass of the vehicle. 

2.4.2 Mass Budget 

The initial mass budget of the cycler was determined from estimated vehicle dry mass. 

Distributing the estimated percentage of dry mass of the vehicle based on data extrapolated 

from historical missions of human spacecraft and space stations from the Human   
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Spaceflight [18], the target mass budget was computed as shown in Table 2. These values 

were then compared with concept design estimates subsystems discussed in Chapter 3. The 

margin of 25% is also added to account for unanticipated growth and design changes.   

Table 2 - Cycler Vehicle Initial Mass Budget [18] 

Vehicle Element Est. Percentage Approx. Mass 

Structures 22% of dry mass 7,917 kg 

Mechanism 8% of dry mass 2,879 kg 

Thermal Control 9% of dry mass 3,239 kg 

Attitude Control 2% of dry mass 720 kg 

Power System 15% of dry mass 5,398 kg 

Avionics and Control 10% of dry mass 3,599 kg 

Environmental Control and Life 

Support 
10% of dry mass 3,599 kg 

Crew Accommodations 8% of dry mass 2,879 kg 

Autonomous Maintenance System 10% of dry mass 3,599 kg 

Storage and Supplies 6% of dry mass 2,159 kg 

Crew with suits 136 kg/person 816 kg 

Crew Consumables 8 kg/day/person 7,440 kg 

Propulsion System 15% of propellant 8,616 kg 

Vehicle Dry Mass  52,860 kg 

Attitude Control Propellant 3% of dry mass 1,586 kg 

Main Liquid Propellant  68,625 kg 

Growth Margin 25% of dry mass 13,215 kg 

Mass Budget (Approx.): 136,300 kg 

Table 2 shows the approximated mass of each subsystem established using estimation of 

percentage dry mass of vehicle calculated using Equation [2]. Structures system contains 

highest percentage (22%) of the dry mass as shown in Table 2 which consists of primary and 

secondary structured elements to support the vehicle systems. The mechanism includes 
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hatches, doors, docking mechanisms, antenna and solar array mechanism which contributes 

8% of vehicle dry mass to the system; 9% of dry mass is assigned to thermal control system 

which includes thermal insulation and shielding against radiation and heat; 15% of propellant 

mass is estimated for the propulsion system containing engines, tanks, valves, regulators and 

lines for main propulsion. Some part of the propulsion system is also dedicated to the attitude 

reaction control system of the cycler which is estimated to be 2% of dry mass. At least 15% 

of dry mass is contributed to the power system which includes equipment for power 

generation, storage, regulation, and distribution. Avionics and control system consisting 

computers and data management systems, guidance and navigation system, communications, 

instrumentation, actuators for control surface, and sensors takes about 10% of dry mass. The 

environment control and life support system which includes oxygen supply, atmosphere 

controlling and revitalizing, and water and waste management systems is assigned 10% of 

dry mass. Crew accommodation includes displays and manual control for the crew, seats, 

couches, food preparations equipment, hygiene, and storage which is estimated to be 8% of 

the vehicle dry mass.  

The autonomous maintenance system of the cycler vehicle is also required to keep the cycler 

operational on S1L1 trajectory without the crew on-board. The system contains robotic arms, 

manipulators, maintenance loops and connectors, and tools which is estimated to weigh 10% 

of dry mass. Lastly, 6% of dry mass is accounted for the storage and supplies for the crew 

and spacecraft needs including replacement parts, tools, and more. The 3% of vehicle dry 

mass is accounted for propellant mass for attitude control that includes total of all loaded 

propellants required for reaction control thrusters which is not included in main propellant 

mass. The crew consumables are calculated for 154 days transfer trip to Mars. Therefore, as 

shown in Table 2, the initial mass budget for the cycler is estimated to be 136,300 kg.    
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2.4.3 Power Budget 

Minimum average power required by the cycler can roughly be estimated based on the 

average power and dry mass relations of historical space stations from reference [18]. Figure 

6 shows the historical data for the average power consumption based on dry mass of the 

space stations: ISS, Mir, Skylab, and Freedom. Using the best fit regression line method, the 

equation for the polynomial trend-line shown in Figure 6 can be written as Equation [4].    

                                 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 100.79 + 0.3208(𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦) − 10−7(𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦)
2
                                       [4] 

Here, 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is average power required in Watts (W) and 𝑚𝑑𝑟𝑦 is dry mass of the vehicle 

in kg. Applying Equation [4] to cycler for the calculated initial mass budget of 66,070 kg 

excluding propellants from Table 2 gives an estimate of 20,860 W (20.9 kW) total average 

power required for the cycler.  

 

Figure 6 - Average Power vs Dry Mass based on Historical Data 
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The average power consumption by each subsystem can then be determined from estimated 

percentages of total average power required by the systems. The average power budget 

shown in Table 3 is based on estimates of historical missions from reference [22] for 

subsystems power consumptions. 

Table 3 - Cycler Average Power Budget [22] 

Vehicle Element 

Est. Percentage 

of Average 

Power 

Approx. Power 

Required 

Structure and Mechanisms 1% 209 W 

Thermal Control 10% 2,086 W 

Propulsion  2% 417 W 

On-board Processing  10% 2,086 W 

Power Harness 7% 1,460 W 

Attitude Determination and Control 16% 3,338 W 

Communications 15% 3,129 W 

Environment Control and Life 

Support 
34% 7,093 W 

Robotics Maintenance  5% 1,043 W 

Total Average Power: 20,860 W 

The percentage estimated for the power required by the subsystems are based on unmanned 

missions’ data which does not include ECLSS and robotics maintenance system. To 

determine the percentage of average power required for ECLSS, the amounts of power 

provided to the life support systems out of total power were considered for space stations: 

Mir, Skylab, and Columbus which gave an average of 34% of total average power [18]. It is 

valid to assume that life support system consumes maximum power since it requires to be 

fully functional to keep the crew alive and to provide a physiologically acceptable 

environment. Thus, the average power consumed by ECLSS is estimated to 34% of total 
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power. However, the ECLSS system is not required to be fully operational while crew is not 

on-board, which could reduce the power requirements of system during unattended flight. 

Thermal control system is required to keep the crew modules and other systems at relevant 

temperature requirements since large variations in environment require more heater power. 

Therefore, 10% of total power is contributed to the thermal control system. Power required 

by the on-board data processing system is estimated to be 10% assuming the digital logic 

circuit that runs the computers on-board will consume more power. The power regulations 

system also requires power produced by energy sources to regulate and distribute required 

power to user subsystems. Thus, 7% of total average power is estimated for power harness, 

regulation, and distribution.   

Moreover, antennas for communication, actuators, sensors, and other instrumentation also 

tend to consume more power. Therefore, the power consumed by communication system is 

estimated to be 15% of total power, while the attitude control system power consumption is 

estimated to be 16% of total power. The propulsion system acquires power for thrusters to 

launch vehicle from LEO to S1L1. Once the cycler is on S1L1, the reaction control thrusters 

can be used for trajectory corrections and attitude control thrusters. Thus, 2% of total average 

power is estimated to contribute to propulsion system. The cycler maintenance system 

requires to perform autonomous tasks to maintain and keep the vehicle fully operational. The 

Canadarm2 [23] mobile service system of ISS requires at least 5% of total power. Thus, the 

cycler autonomous maintenance system is also estimated to consume 5% of total average 

power. Furthermore, it should be noted that the power requirements for subsystems varies 

based on mission requirements.      
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3. Earth-Mars Cycler Vehicle Concept Design 

The cycler vehicle may be a key of human spaceflight for interplanetary missions which 

leads to more space exploration possibilities. The cycler can be used as a hub for human 

transportation to other planets. This concept will allow the use of cycler vehicle for multi–

decades. Once it is launched to its desired cycler trajectory, it will be used regularly to 

transfer humans between planets. This will help reduce the mission cost of human spaceflight 

for interplanetary missions. This chapter gives details of subsystems concept designs 

considered for the Earth-Mars cycler vehicle. The subsystems estimates determined in this 

chapter are for crew of six astronauts on-board the cycler for nominal 154 days one-way trip 

duration. However, the consumables and supplies are estimated considering the potential 

mission failure where Mars mission is aborted and the crew return to Earth in 1032 days. 

The cycler propulsion system sizing is estimated by assuming that the crew transfer vehicle 

will be loaded with all the propellants needed for Earth and Mars transfers, thus there is no 

need for in-orbit refueling.        

3.1 Environmental Control and Life Support System 

(ECLSS) 

ECLSS includes management of water, atmosphere, and wastes for the cycler which is 

discussed in this section. The life support function has three main subsystems: water, air, and 

waste, which interacts with other system interfaces such as power, habitation, thermal 

control, EVA, medical, environment managing and control system, food, and radiation 

protection. Air management system maintains cabin atmosphere and quality which includes 

gas storage, supply and recycling, air circulation, pressure controls, moisture removal, and 

contamination control. Water management system collects wastewater, recycles and supplies 

potable water to the crew and other systems for consumption, hygiene, housekeeping, 

thermal control, and radiation protection. Waste management system collects wastes from 

packaging and process waste, and human wastes which can either be stored or recycled based 
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on mission requirements. Each of these management systems interacts with other system 

interfaces accordingly with mission needs which can be seen in Figure 7 represented as the 

life support system interface based on reference [19].   

 

Figure 7 - ECLSS Systems Interface [19] 

Figure 7 shows that the crew is the foremost consumer of life support system which interacts 

with all other systems and interfaces to account for metabolic inputs and outputs. The 

environmental monitoring and control interface reports information on biological and 

chemical status such as smoke detection, microbial content, and indication of off-nominal 

events which is used to improve life support system. The habitation interface is responsible 

for crew accommodation and safety. The power system interface is required to provide 

necessary power to all the equipment that function within the life support system. Propulsion 

system could provide resources such as oxygen and cold gas from propellant to thermal 
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control and life support systems. The water and waste management systems could be useful 

for radiation protection interface to protect the crew against environmental radiation. The 

thermal control interface maintains cabin temperature and humidity by collecting and 

removing heat from crew and equipment to external environment. EVA support interface 

provides information on crew consumables requirements based on suited activities.  

Moreover, the requirements for water, waste, and atmosphere management systems are listed 

in Tables 4, 5, and 6 below. These values can be used to determine management system 

technologies required for the life support system of the cycler vehicle. The values are based 

on references [18] and [19]. Furthermore, the quality of water brings great concern of all due 

to crew health. Table 4 lists the nominal values of water requirements for a crewmember on 

daily basis which shows that 11 kg of water per day ( 𝑚𝐻2𝑂𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦
) is used by a crewmember 

for drinking, food preparing, and other hygiene activities. Thus, the water needs for the crew 

on the cycler is estimated to be 78 kg per day which also include single event crew activities 

such as medical and EVA-cooling. Equation [5] was used to determine the total mass of 

water required for known number of crewmembers and mission duration parameters for the 

mission. Using Equation [5], the minimum water requirement for the crew (of six) on-board 

the cycler vehicle was estimated to 1210 kg for 154 days trip to Mars considering 90% of 

water is recovered using water recycle system.  

                                     𝑚𝐻2𝑂 = {1 −
90

100
}  𝑚𝐻2𝑂𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦

 𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝐶𝑀                                                [5] 

Where, 𝑚𝐻2𝑂𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦
 is total mass of water required by a crewmember for daily activities in 

kg/CM-d, 𝑛𝐶𝑀 is number of crewmember, and 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 is total water mass in kg estimated with 

90% of recovery system required by crewmember for entire mission duration. However, 

considering the worst-case scenario where Mars mission is aborted, the water required for 

1032 days (2.8 years) trip for the crew was estimated to be 8030 kg with 90% of recovery.  
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Table 4 - Requirements for Water Management System [19] 

Potable Water Water Consumption  

Human Water Needs: 

Drinking 

Preparing Food 

Water in Food 

 

2.0 kg/CM-d 

0.5 kg/CM-d 

0.5 kg/CM-d 

Hygiene: 

Personal Hygiene 

Shower 

Hand Wash 

Laundry 

Dishwashing 

Urinal and Commode Flushing 

 

0.4 kg/CM-d 

1.08 kg/CM-d 

0.64 kg/CM-d 

1.95 kg/CM-d 

3.54 kg/CM-d 

0.3 kg/CM-d 

Crew Activities: 

Medical 

EVA-Cooling 

 

5 kg/per event 

7.3 kg/per event 

 

Atmosphere management is most time-critical function of ECLSS which includes 

continuous monitoring and controlling environment to maintain humidity, pressures, cabin 

temperature, removal of contaminants, and proper air ventilation to maintain crew 

productivity and health. The environment in space is total vacuum and zero-gravity 

compared to Earth’s sea-level atmosphere, thus, monitoring and controlling the atmosphere 

inside the vehicle is necessary for the crew to survive. The requirements of atmospheric 

parameters based on reference [19] are listed in Table 5.  
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Table 5 - Atmosphere Management Requirements [19] 

Parameter Minimum Nominal Maximum 

CO2 generated [kg/CM-d] 0.622 1.037 7.178 

O2 consumption [kg/CM-d] 0.518 0.818 5.67 

p[O2] for crew: no impairment [kPa] 18.62 18.62 23.44 

p[O2] for crew: measurable 

impairment until acclimatized [kPa] 
17.24 18.62 18.62 

p[O2] for crew: for 1 hour [kPa] 15.17 - 17.24 

p[CO2] for crew [kPa] 0.263 0.53 
0.706 (7-180 days) 

0.506 (1000 days) 

Total Cabin Pressure [kPa] 48 70.30 102.7 

Temperature [K] 291 296 300 

Relative Humidity 25% 40% 70% 

Perspired Water Vapor [kg/CM-d] 0.036 0.699 1.973 

Respired Water Vapor [kg/CM-d] 0.803 0.885 0.975 

Maximum Design Leakage [per day] 0% 0.05% 0.14% 

     *p[ ]: partial pressure   

The atmosphere management technology is required as a part of ECLSS to control and 

monitor these requirements such as removal of carbon-dioxide (CO2), supply of oxygen (O2) 

and nitrogen (N2) and storage of gases. Table 5 shows the minimum, nominal, and maximum 

values of the atmosphere requirements suitable for the crew. Based on nominal requirements, 

the total mass of O2, 𝑚𝑂2
, consumed by the crew for the cycler mission was determined using 

Equation [6] written as,  

                                            𝑚𝑂2
= 0.818 (𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝐶𝑀)                                                    [6] 

Using Equation [6], nominal mass of O2 consumed by the crew for 154 days trip to Mars 

was determined to be 760 kg. During mission abort scenario, the mass of oxygen required 

for 1032 days was estimated to be 5070 kg. 
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The waste management system is also required to collect waste generated by other systems 

and from human wastes. The waste may be processed to recover oxygen and water, to reduce 

storage volume and mass, and to avoid microbial growth. However, the waste storage is not 

recommended for long duration missions because of contamination of habitat due to 

biological and chemical waste degradation over time according to reference [19]. Table 6 

below shows the nominal mass values of wastes generated by the crewmember on a daily 

basis.  

Table 6 - Waste Management Requirements [19] 

Waste Type Nominal  

Food Packaging and Adhered Food 324 g/CM-d 

Gloves 7 g/CM-d 

Grey or duct tape 33 g/CM-d 

Human Detritus: 

Finger and Toenails 

Hair 

Mucus 

Saliva Solids 

Skin Cells 

Skin Oils 

Sweat Solids 

Laundry: Clothing, towels, and wash 

 

0.01 g/CM-d 

0.33 g/CM-d 

0.4 g/CM-d 

0.01 g/CM-d 

3.0 g/CM-d 

4.0 g/CM-d 

8.0 g/CM-d 

230 g/CM-d 

Metabolic Wastes: 

Feces 

Urine 

Paper 

 

123 g/CM-d 

1562 g/CM-d 

77 g/CM-d 

Wipes:  

Toilet Paper 

Wipes (Detergent, Disinfectant, Dry, 

and Wet) 

 

28 g/CM-d 

 

177 g/CM-d 

Feminine Waste (for Female): 

Menstrual Hygiene products 

Menses 

 

104 g/CM-d 

113 g/CM-d 
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According to Table 6, a crewmember generates approximately 2.80 kg of wastes products 

per day which includes food packaging, human detritus, metabolic and wipes, and more. 

Other solid wastes from EVA activities, equipment, and medical system depend on 

frequencies of usability. The total mass of waste (𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒) generated by the crew for the 

cycler mission was determined using Equation [7] which gave an estimate of 2,600 kg for 

154 days trip. Additionally, the waste management should be designed to manage 17,310 kg 

of wastes estimated for 1032 days considering mission abort possibility.  

                                              𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 = 2.80 (𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝐶𝑀)                                                  [7] 

Moreover, there are two types of technologies available for ECLSS: physico-chemical (P/C) 

and bio-regenerative [18]. Bio-regenerative systems are considered when planned to produce 

and process food in space which is not the scenario for the cycler mission design in this 

paper. However, P/C technologies are traditionally used in missions to manage water, 

atmosphere, and waste which uses fans, filtration, physical and chemical separation, and 

more. The ECLSS technologies chosen for the cycler mission are listed in Table 7. The 

technologies listed below are currently being used or under development for the space 

missions [18].  

Table 7 - ECLSS Management Technologies [18] 

ECLSS Technology Mass Volume 
Power 

Requirement 

Heat 

Generation 

Atmosphere 

4-bed Molecular 

Sieve 
30 kg/p 0.15 m3/p 0.3 kW/p 0.3 kW/p 

Trace Contaminant 

Control System 
20 kg/p 0.15 m3/p 0.05 kW/p 0.05 kW/p 

Oxygen-Generation 

Assembly 
35 kg/p 0.03 m3/p 0.35 kW/p 0.1 kW/p 

Water 

Multi-filtration 10 kg/p 0.04 m3/p 0.04 kW/p 0.04 kW/p 

Vapor Compression 

Distillation 
25 kg/p 0.1 m3/p 0.03 kW/p 0.03 kW/p 

Waste 
Super Critical 

Water Oxidation 
150 kg/p 0.5 m3/p 0.36 kW/p 0.09 kW/p 
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As listed in Table 7, specific technology is required for a particular function of ECLSS. For 

atmosphere management, 4-bed molecular sieves (4BMS) are used for CO2 removal, trace 

contaminant control system (TCCS) to remove trace chemical contamination produced by 

equipment off-gassing and cabin atmosphere, and oxygen generation assembly (OGA) to 

supply oxygen. OGA uses electrolysis process to separate oxygen and hydrogen from water 

while 4BMS uses synthetic zeolites or alumino-silicate metal ions to remove water vapor 

and collect CO2. Multi-filtration and vapor compression distillation (VCD) technologies are 

useful to manage and supply water for longer missions. Mulit-filtration technology uses 

multiple stages of filters to process water which can handle more diluted wastewater from 

shower, hand wash, or laundry while VCD is a phase-change technology which is used for 

urine processing using evaporator, condenser, and collector. The super critical water 

oxidation (SCWO) process is considered to manage waste which can process all types of 

wastes.  

Table 7 also provides specifications of each technology which was used to determine the 

mass, volume, power required, and heat generated by overall management system of life 

support. The mass of all combined technologies was estimated to be 1620 kg with 5.82 m3 

volume based on six astronauts crew for the cycler mission. The average power required was 

estimated to be 6800 W with 3660 W of heat generation by the systems.      

3.2 Crew Accommodations 

The crew accommodations include the hardware and provisions required by the crew in 

spacecraft such as food and food preparations supplies, hygiene facilities, housekeeping 

equipment, sleep and recreational equipment, workstations, and others to maintain crew 

health and productivity. The cycler vehicle is required to be designed to accommodate 

physical, physiological, and psychological human performance characteristics. The cycler 

should also be equipped with all the equipment required to accommodate the crew on-board 

for minimum of 154 days trip to Mars. However, in the worst-case scenario, considering 

potential mission failure which leads to immediate abort back to Earth, the stay-time on the 
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vehicle increases to 1032 days (2.8 years). Thus, it is relevant to keep the vehicle equipped 

with storage of water, oxygen, food, supplies, and other daily needs required to last long 

enough to return to Earth. The basic model of crew accommodations developed for various 

missions based on daily needs of crewmembers are given in reference [18]. Mission duration 

majorly drives requirements of the crew accommodations, such as longer missions of several 

weeks or months should allow crew to have more comforts. The crew accommodations also 

drive sizing of other subsystems such as thermal control, power, ECLSS, maintenance and 

storage, and avionics.           

The resource values required for the cycler mission are roughly estimated using reference 

[18] assuming use of latest technologies and equipment which are listed in Table 8. The 

resources include galley and food systems which consist of equipment for food preparation 

and cleaning, waste collection systems that include toilets and supplies for daily needs, 

personal hygiene equipment such as showers, faucets, personal kit and supplies. The food 

quantity of 2.3 kg/CM-d which requires volume of 0.008 m3/CM-d is recommended based 

on ISS food system. The mass of empty freezers is estimated to be 400 kg for frozen food 

storage required for the long mission duration. The clothing estimates for the crew are 

considered based on 20 pairs of clothes in which case 46 kg of mass which occupies 0.16 m3 

volume per crewmember.  

Moreover, housekeeping system includes vacuum cleaners, disposable wipes for cleaning 

and trash compactors and bags to collect the waste and keep the area clean to avoid any type 

of contamination on the vehicle. Other operational supplies include Velcro, Ziploc bags, 

restraints and mobility aids. Personal stowage space is considered for long term missions 

that includes recreational items for crewmembers such as books and other entertainment 

devices for relaxation and recreation. Internal maintenance system for the vehicle consists 

of hand tools, accessories, test equipment, large machine tools, gloveboxes, and fixtures to 

repair and maintain the vehicle’s major systems. The crew health care system is also 

necessary to maintain crew health, diagnose and treat sick crewmembers.  
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For long distant missions, it is recommended to have complete medical suite on-board since 

immediate help from Earth is not possible. Thus, medical suite should provide all the 

surgical, dental, and other treatments and consumables for the crew. Therefore, the medical 

suite and consumables combined mass of 1500 kg are considered with volume of 6.5 m3 

which includes all the necessary treatments equipment for the crew. The exercise equipment 

are estimated to 145 kg of mass which occupies 0.19 m3 of volume to keep the crew 

physiologically healthy. Table 8 provides estimates of mass, volume and power requirements 

of these crew accommodations considered for the cycler mission based on resource model 

shown in reference [18]. 

As shown in Table 8, a long mission requires more crew accommodations and more food, 

water, supplies, and more storage for recreational activities. For example, the crew of six 

will need 2140 kg of food which occupies 7.44 m3 of volume for one-way trip of 154 days 

to Mars. While the amounts of food required for contingency were estimated to 14,240 kg 

which occupies 50 m3 of volume. Based on Table 8, the total mass, volume, and average 

power required for resources were estimated for a one-way trip to be 8,280 kg, 96 m3, and 

14.6 kW. Meanwhile, considering immediate abort back to Earth scenario to provide enough 

supplies and food for the crew, the sizing of the system were estimated to 24,310 kg of total 

mass and 174 m3 of total volume of resources to survive for 1032 days with 14.6 kW power 

consumption by the equipment. To estimate the total cycler mass for the mission at the end, 

the potential mission failure scenario is considered.     
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Table 8 - Resources Requirements for Crew Accommodations [18] 

Resources Mass Volume Power 

Food 

Freezers (empty) 

2 Microwave Ovens 

Sink for food hydration and water 

Dishwasher 

Cleaning Supplies  

2.3 kg/CM-d 

400 kg 

70 kg 

15 kg 

40 kg 

0.25 kg/d 

0.008 m3/CM-d 

2 m3 

0.3 m3 

0.0135 m3 

0.56 m3 

00.0018 m3/d 

- 

1.4 kW 

0.9 kW 

- 

1.2 kW 

- 

2 Toilets 

Supplies (Toilet paper, filters, etc.) 

Fecal and Urine bags 

90 kg 

0.05 kg/CM-d 

0.23 kg/CM-d 

4.36 m3 

0.0013 m3/CM-d 

0.0008 m3/CM-d 

0.09 kW 

- 

- 

Showers 

Handwash-Mouthwash faucet 

Personal hygiene kit 

Hygiene Supplies 

75 kg 

8 kg 

1.8 kg/CM 

0.075 kg/CM-d 

1.41 m3 

0.01 m3 

0.005 m3/CM 

0.002 m3/CM-d 

1 kW 

- 

- 

- 

Clothes (20 Pairs) 

Washer 

Dryer 

46 kg/CM 

100 kg 

60 kg 

0.16 m3/CM 

0.75 m3 

0.75 m3 

- 

1.5 kW 

2.5 kW 

1 Main + 2 spare vacuums 

Disposable wipes 

Trash compactor/trash lock 

Trash bags 

13 kg 

0.30 kg/CM-d 

150 kg 

0.05 kg/CM-d 

0.07 m3 

0.002 m3/CM-d 

0.3 m3 

0.001 m3/CM-d 

0.4 kW 

- 

0.85 kW 

- 

Supplies (Velcro, Ziplocs, etc.) 

Restraints and mobility aids 

20 kg/CM 

100 kg 

0.002 m3/CM 

0.54 m3 
- 

Hand tools and accessories 

Test equipment (gauges, 

oscilloscope, etc.) 

Fixtures, large machine tools, 

gloveboxes, etc. 

300 kg 

500 kg 

 

1000 kg 

1 m3 

1.5 m3 

 

5 m3 

- 

1 kW 

 

1 kW 

Exercise equipment 

Medical/surgical/dental suite 

Medical consumables 

145 kg 

1000 kg 

500 kg 

0.19 m3 

4 m3 

2.5 m3 

0.15 kW 

1.5 kW 

- 

Photography equipment 120 kg 0.5 m3 0.4 kW 

Sleep restraints 9 kg/CM 0.1 m3/CM - 

Personal stowage/Closet space 50 kg/CM 0.75 m3 0.7 kW 
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3.3 Power System 

The power system is required to provide, regulate, store, and distribute electrical power 

necessary for life support equipment, communications, autonomous maintenance and EVA, 

data handling and processing, avionics and controls. There are various types of power 

sources options available for space missions. Several options include solar photovoltaic 

(solar arrays), solar thermal dynamics, radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG), fuel 

cells, and nuclear reactor. Solar arrays are traditionally used as primary power source due to 

low cost ($800-$3000 per Watt) and high power ranges (between 0.2-300 kW) with minimal 

risk as discussed in reference [22]. Solar arrays have been used for most lengthy missions 

including Earth orbiting spacecraft and planetary missions to Mars. RTGs (0.2 – 10 kW and 

$16K-$200K) and fuel cells (0.2 – 50 kW and $50K-$100K) provide very low power at high 

cost, thus, mostly used for advanced and small space missions that require very low power. 

Solar thermal dynamics also have high power ranges (5-300 kW) with low cost ($1000-

$2000) which harnesses solar energy and generates thermal energy then converts into electric 

energy, thus the design tradeoffs with sizing the thermal system becomes more critical. 

Nuclear reactors provide massive amounts of energy; however, it is not recommended for 

human spaceflight missions due to high risk of crew safety from radiation produced by the 

system. The nuclear energy is currently not being used in space either for political reasons. 

For the cycler mission, solar photovoltaic system is selected based on power requirements 

for the vehicle.       

Power system consist of four main components which are power source, power regulation, 

conditioning, distribution, and storage as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 also shows the power 

system interaction with other subsystems of the cycler vehicle. The solar power collected 

using solar arrays is distributed to user subsystems through power management and 

distribution (PMAD) system. The power storage system is required during eclipse duration 

which in case of the cycler mission is not applicable since there will not be any eclipse period 

while on S1L1.     
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Figure 8 - Power System Interface 

The solar arrays sizing is estimated for power required at the end of life (EOL) of the cycler 

vehicle based on mission requirements. The power calculations are computed when the 

vehicle is at aphelion (1.64 AU) of the S1L1 trajectory where the distance is farthest from 

the Sun which means less solar power due to low solar intensity. To estimate solar array 

area, power provided by solar array (Psa) can be determined using Equation [8] [22].   

                                                       𝑃𝑠𝑎 =
(

𝑃𝑒𝑇𝑒
𝜂𝑒

+
𝑃𝑑𝑇𝑑

𝜂𝑑
)

𝑇𝑑
                                                          [8] 

Where, 𝑃𝑒 and 𝑃𝑑 are power requirements during eclipse and daylight periods 𝑇𝑒 and 𝑇𝑑. 𝜂𝑒 

and 𝜂𝑑 are efficiencies of solar power provided to users during eclipse and daylight. The 
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direct energy transfer has eclipse and daylight efficiencies about 85% and 65%. Considering 

no eclipse duration for the cycler mission, Equation [8] can be rewritten as:  

                                                  𝑃𝑠𝑎 =
(0 + 

𝑃𝑑𝑇𝑑
𝜂𝑑

)

𝑇𝑑
=

𝑃𝑑

𝜂𝑑
                                                           [9] 

Thus, power provided by solar array is only dependent on power required and efficiency 

during daylight. The required average power was estimated from power consumption of each 

subsystem based on their concept designs in this paper which are listed in Table 17 of 

Chapter 4 below. The average power required by subsystems of the cycler mission was 

determined to be 38.25 kW. Using Equation [9] for a given power requirement, the power 

provided by solar array was estimated to 47.8 kW. 

For solar array sizing, efficient triple-junction gallium-arsenide (GaAs) solar cells have been 

selected. Meanwhile, the power output from solar cells varies with solar radiation power 

based on its distance from the Sun. The solar constant at aphelion was calculated using 

Equation [10] which was then used to determine minimum power output of selected solar 

cells.  

                                                                  𝑆(𝑟) =
𝐿

4𝜋𝑟2                                                             [10] 

Where, S(r) (in W/m2) is the solar constant at r (in m) distance from the Sun and L is Sun 

power output which is 3.847 × 1026 𝑊. The solar constant at aphelion was determined to 

be 509 W/m2 for the S1L1 cycler trajectory. The minimum power output (Po) value of triple-

junction GaAs solar cells was estimated to 142.41 W/m2 from Equation [11] considering 

28% production average efficiency (𝜂) for triple-junction GaAs solar cells [22]. 

                                                               𝑃𝑜(𝑟) = 𝜂 𝑆(𝑟)                                                    [11] 

Next step is to determine power production capability of solar array at beginning of life 

(BOL) considering degradation of arrays over time which allows to estimate solar arrays 
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area for power required at the end of life (EOL) of the cycler. PBOL was calculated using 

Equation [12] where Id (0.72 nominal from reference [22]) is inherent degradation value and 

𝜃  is Sun incidence angle which was assumed zero considering solar arrays are always 

pointed towards Sun. Thus, BOL power production of solar array per unit area was 

determined to be 103 W/m2.   

                                                          𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐿 = 𝑃𝑜 𝐼𝑑  cos (𝜃)                                                 [12] 

Later, end of life power production by solar arrays per unit area, PEOL, was determined using 

Equation [13]. Where, Ld is lifetime degradation of solar arrays due to radiation damage, 

micrometeorite strikes, and materials outgassing, calculated from known solar array 

degradation per year (D) and design lifetime (L) values, which is 𝐿𝑑 = (1 − 𝐷)𝐿 = 86% 

considering D=0.5% of solar array degradation per year for 30 years of design lifetime.  

                                                              𝑃𝐸𝑂𝐿 = 𝑃𝐵𝑂𝐿  𝐿𝑑                                                     [13] 

Equation [13] gives solar array power production of 88 W/m2 at end of life. Meanwhile, the 

solar array area required for the required power on the cycler was determined to be 706 m2 

using Equation [14] to produce 47.8 kW of power with 30% of solar cell production 

efficiency.  

                                                           𝐴𝑠𝑎 = 𝑃𝑠𝑎/ 𝑃𝐸𝑂𝐿                                                      [14] 

Based on solar array density of 2.8 kg/m2 (at BOL from reference [22]) for triple-junction 

GaAs solar cells and calculated array area, the mass of solar array was calculated using 

Equation [15]. 

                                                           𝑀𝑠𝑎 = 𝜌𝑠𝑎  𝐴𝑠𝑎                                                         [15] 

The estimated solar array mass of 1,980 kg does not include structural mass, deployment and 

packaging mass, and orientation motors mass. In this case, 20% of engineering margin is 

considered to account for unanticipated growth [18]. Thus, the 20% margin gave an updated 
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solar array mass of 2,370 kg. The drive mechanism mass for tracking arrays was estimated 

to be 10% of solar array mass which is 200 kg [18]. Thus, the total solar power system mass 

was determined to be 2,570 kg approximately.  

However, PMAD is also one of main elements of power system which include regulators, 

converters, charge controllers, and wiring required to deliver power to users. The mass of 

PMAD was estimated to be 30% of solar power system mass which is 770 kg [18]. Thus, 

total mass of the power system for the cycler vehicle was determined to be 3,340 kg.        

Table 9 summarizes calculated sizing estimates of power subsystem. At the end, the power 

system must be designed with higher level of fault protection for all electrical equipment for 

crew safety.     

Table 9 - Summary of Power Subsystem Estimates 

Component Parameter Est. Value 

Solar Array Area 706 m2 

Solar Array Mass 2,370 kg 

Drive Mechanism Mass 200 kg 

PMAD System Mass 770 kg 

Total Subsystem Mass 3,340 kg 

 

3.4 Thermal Control System 

Thermal control system (TCS) is necessary to maintain internal temperature ranges 

acceptable to crew and equipment for the cycler. Functions of TCS include heat rejection, 

heat acquisition, heat transportation, and thermal protection. The outside environment in 

space varies in wide range as the cycler is exposed to deep space and rejection of heat 

generated by the operations of the vehicle. TCS is also required to protect equipment from 

overheating and from very cold temperature by thermal insulation from external heat fluxes 

and heat sinks. The cabin temperature control range of 19 oC-27 oC is required which is like 
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space shuttle and ISS [18]. To avoid crew injury, touch temperature for contact with surfaces 

should be maintained in range of 12.8 oC-40 oC which is same as for Skylab [24]. NASA has 

also specified surface temperature limits of less than 40 oC for contact with bare skin [25]. 

All these temperature ranges need to be taken into consideration when designing TCS for 

the spacecraft.    

There are two types of TCS, one is active and other is passive. Passive TCS includes 

components such as multi-layer insulation (MLI), coatings, thermal filler and washers, 

radioisotope heaters to protect equipment from excessive cooling, thermal coupling, and 

excessive heat. Passive TCS is widely used for small spacecraft which require lower levels 

of power and temperatures. Traditionally, active TCS is used for crewed missions with high 

power requirements and acceptable temperature for the crew. It includes components such 

as external radiators to reject heat in space, fluid loops and thermoelectric coolers to transfer 

heat emitted from equipment. For the cycler mission, active TCS was selected based on 

mission requirements.  

External radiators system initial sizing for heat rejection of high thermal loads was also 

performed. Equation [16] shown below was used to determine radiator area (Arad) to reject 

given heat load.  

                                                 𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝑄/[𝜎𝜀𝜂(𝑇𝑟
4 − 𝑇𝑒

4)]                                                [16] 

Here, Q is total heat load rejected by active TCS which was assumed as same as power 

system capacity that is 47.8 kW. 𝜎 is Stefan-Boltzman constant which is 5.67x10-8 W/m2 K4, 

𝜀 is radiator’s emissivity about 0.9, 𝜂 is radiator’s fin efficiency between 80% to 90%. Tr is 

radiator’s temperature ranges from 270 K - 290 K for Mars transit and Te is effective 

temperature of the thermal environment which is approximated lowest to 233 K [18]. With 

80% of radiator efficiency and 280 K of radiator’s average temperature for Mars transit, the 

radiators area was estimated to be 366 m2 approx. In addition, the mass of radiators (Mrad) 

was determined using Equation [17] given below.  
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                                                         𝑀𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝐴𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝜌𝑟𝑎𝑑                                                         [17]      

Where, 𝜌𝑟𝑎𝑑 is radiator mass density which is determined based on type of radiators used 

for TCS. For cycler mission, 2-sided deployable radiators are considered which has mass 

density of 8.5 kg/m3 for radiating surface. Thus, the mass of radiators was calculated to be 

3,110 kg approx.  

Moreover, selected hardware required for TCS are listed in Table 10. The mass, power, and 

volume estimates are also shown for selected hardware of active thermal control. Same as 

for most US missions, water is selected as internal TCS fluid to transfer waste heat to heat 

exchangers with high specific heat and prevent risk of exposure to toxic environment for the 

crew. Insulation of internal surfaces also becomes necessary to avoid condensed moisture 

when operating below cabin air’s dew-point temperature. Some of the hardware consume 

very low power and require low volume, thus neglected. Heat pumping power and mass is 

selected based on two phase active TCS from reference [26]. Thus, total initial mass and 

power for cycler active TCS were estimated to be 4,665 kg and 0.6 kW with 23 m3 volume 

occupied. Table 10 shows that the radiators contain large mass of TCS, however, the mass 

of radiators can be reduced by using nonmetallic lightweight materials. The quantities for 

initial estimations are projected to 3 for heat exchangers and 10 for cold plates, and 1 for 

each pump according to heat load capacity of 25 kW each to dissipate 50 kW of total heat 

load.         
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Table 10 - Active Thermal Control System Hardware 

Component (capacity in kW) Mass Power Volume 

Heat Acquisition: 

 Heat Exchangers (10kW each) 

Cold Plates (1kW each) 

 

59 kg 

240 kg 

 

0 

0 

 

0.08 m3 

0.56 m3 

Heat Transport: 

Pumps with Accumulator (25 kW) 

Plumbing and Valves 

Instruments and Controls 

Fluid (w/o expandable) 

Heat Pump (25 kW)  

 

120 kg 

560 kg 

187 kg 

187 kg 

200 kg 

 

0.575 kW 

negligible 

negligible 

0 

0.36 kW 

 

0.43 m3 

- 

negligible 

- 

- 

Heat Rejection: 

Radiators (2-sided, deployable) 

 

3,112 kg 

 

0 

 

22 m3 

 

3.5 Guidance, Navigation and Controls System (GNC) 

GNC system is also required for attitude control of the cycler. Three functions of GNC 

system: guidance, navigation, and controls have three different purposes. Spacecraft current 

position, velocity, and attitude characteristics are determined through navigation function 

algorithm, guidance function algorithm is used to calculate desired characteristics, and then 

control function algorithm is used to achieve desired state using optimal solution. GNC 

system ensures that the cycler is maintained on S1L1 trajectory, stabilized and properly 

oriented through all the phases of flight. The system helps pointing antennas, solar arrays, 

radiators, payload, and other equipment to its desired directions in the presence of 

disturbance torques such as solar radiation pressure, and moment of inertia and changes in 

center of mass properties due to docking-undocking with CTV and resupply module. 
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The GNC system basic requirements are defined below which are derived from mission 

requirements. Based on these requirements, the sensors and actuators required for the cycler 

GNC system were selected which are listed in Table 11.  

 GNC system shall maintain attitude control during all phases of cycler assembly in LEO. 

 GNC system shall maintain cycler on-course during ∆𝑣 maneuver from LEO to S1L1.  

 GNC system shall maintain attitude control over the entire operational lifetime of            

30 years and final decommissioning.  

 GNC system shall maintain cycler attitude during docking operations with CTV and 

resupply module.  

 GNC system shall maintain solar arrays pointed towards the Sun to ensure power is 

produced for all mission phases.  

 GNC system shall maintain antenna pointing for uplinks, downlinks, and crosslinks. 

 GNC system shall orient cycler to minimize risk of collision with micrometeorites and 

orbital debris.  

 GNC system shall facilitate orbit change maneuvers and contingency maneuvers. 

Other requirements for the GNC system include easy maintenance and replacements of 

hardware and easy upgrade of software. The GNC system should also be able to integrate 

with other subsystems such as ECLSS, communication, propulsions, thermal control, power, 

and structures.      

Figure 9 illustrates the GNC system interface for the cycler which include on-board sensors, 

fault-detection-isolation-recovery (FDIR) processors, and actuators. The cycler initial state 

and environment information is measured by sensors, then provided to navigation and FDIR 

processors. FDIR processors helps analyzing navigation data, compare sensor data, and 

recover from instrument errors. The external inputs given by the crew and ground stations 

for desired state can also be processed through navigation algorithms. The vehicle state 

information is sent to guidance and control algorithms and processed through actuators to 

achieve desired position, velocity, and attitude of the cycler using control torques as seen in 
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Figure 9. On-board sensors such as star trackers, sun tracker, and inertial measurement units 

(IMU) are used to determine position and attitude of the vehicle. Actuators such as reaction 

control thrusters, control moment gyros (CMG), reaction wheels, and magnetorquers which 

produce control-moment torques are considered as active attitude controllers. Most crewed 

spacecraft use active attitude control systems since the spacecraft has large amount of 

structure thus encounter large disturbance torques. For the cycler mission, reaction control 

thrusters have been selected as attitude control actuators.               

 

Figure 9 - Interface of GNC System 

 

The internal disturbance depends on spacecraft design. However, the external disturbance 

torques acting on the spacecraft depend on space environment such as solar radiation 

pressure, aerodynamic drag, gravity gradient, and magnetic field. The solar radiation 

pressure is exerted on the object due to momentum created by sunlight; thus, higher pressure 

is exerted on the object when it is closer to the Sun. In this case, solar radiation pressure is 

highest when cycler is at perihelion distance (1.452×108 km) from the Sun and lowest when 

it is farthest from the Sun at aphelion (2.454×108 km). The solar radiation pressure exerted 

on reflective object is more (almost double) than absorbing object since the momentum of 
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sunlight is absorbed by the object [22]. Moreover, the solar radiation pressure torque (Tsolar) 

can be determined using equation represented from reference [18] which is written as 

Equation [18] shown below.  

                                          𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 =
𝐹𝑠

𝑐
 𝐿𝑐𝑠𝑝−𝑐𝑚 𝐴𝑠[1 + 𝑟]cos (𝑖)                              [18] 

Here, 𝐹𝑠  is actual solar constant adjusted for actual distance from the Sun which is               

1,368 W/m2 at Earth, c is speed of light 3x108 m/s, 𝐿𝑐𝑠𝑝−𝑐𝑚 is distance between vehicle’s 

center of solar pressure and center of mass, As is total surface area of vehicle in m2, r is 

reflectance factor ranging from 0 (for perfect absorption) to 1 (for perfect reflection), and i 

is angle of incidence of the Sun. Using deployable solar arrays increases surface area of the 

vehicle facing the Sun which can significantly change the characteristics of disturbance 

torques due to solar pressure.    

Aerodynamic drag torque also acts on the vehicle due to the atmosphere of Earth or other 

planets when the vehicle is in low orbit. It occurs when the center of atmospheric pressure is 

not aligned with center of mass of the vehicle. The torque due to aerodynamic drag (Taero) 

can be determined using Equation [20], where, 𝜌  is atmospheric density in kg/m3, v is 

vehicle’s orbital velocity in m/s, Cd is drag coefficient between 2 to 2.5 usually for spacecraft, 

A is reference area in m2, and 𝐿𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜−𝑐𝑚 is distance (in m) between center of aerodynamic 

pressure and center of mass of the vehicle. For the cycler mission, vehicle will only encounter 

aerodynamic drag torques while being assembled in LEO.    

                                               𝑇𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 =
1

2
𝜌 𝑣2 𝐶𝑑  𝐿𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜−𝑐𝑚 𝐴                                             [20] 

Disturbance torque due to Earth’s magnetic field also needs to be considered for the cycler 

during assembly in LEO. Magnetic torque can be determined using Earth’s magnetic field 

as a dipole for spacecraft’s altitude. Equation [21] is written below to determine maximum 

magnetic torque, Tm.  
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                                                            𝑇𝑚 = 𝐷 (
𝑀

𝑅3  𝜆)                                                      [21] 

Here, D is the residual dipole of the vehicle in A∙m2, M is Earth’s magnetic moment which 

is 7.8×1015 tesla∙m3, R is radius of vehicle orbit in m, and 𝜆 is function of magnetic latitude 

ranging from 1 (at equator) to 2 (at poles).     

Another disturbance torque exerted on spacecraft in low orbit is gravity gradient torque, 

which increases with increase in angle between the vehicle’s principal axes and the local 

vertical. The gravity gradient torque, Tg, can be determined using Equation [22], where, 𝜇 is 

gravitational constant of Earth which is 3.986×1014 m3/s2, R is vehicle orbit radius in m, Iz 

and Ix are the moment of inertia about z and x axes in kg∙m2, and θ is angle between z axis 

and local vertical axis.      

                                                       𝑇𝑔 =
3𝜇

2𝑅3  |𝐼𝑧 − 𝐼𝑥| sin (2𝜃)                                                  [22]  

Once the disturbance torques exerted on the cycler are determined, the actuators for attitude 

control can be selected according to amount of control torque required to overcome 

disturbance torques. For system concept design analysis, it was assumed that large amounts 

of solar radiation pressure act on the cycler die to its large surface area structures while on 

S1L1. The internal disturbance torques would be from rotating mechanism. Thus, the sensors 

and actuators for the GNC system were selected based on requirements which are listed in 

Table 11. It is assumed that the cycler needs IMUs for rotational rate measurements, Sun 

sensors and Star trackers to determine the orientation on S1L1. Two of each sensor have 

been added to system sizing for a redundant system. For the attitude control to provide 

control torque, reaction control thrusters system has been selected. The use of CMGs has 

been avoided since they provide limited torque and have short lifetime. The numbers of 

thrusters considered are same as 38 R-40 (3.9 kN) thrusters used for space shuttle’s reaction 

control system [27]. For more details on thrusters needed and placements for attitude control 

directions, the preliminary design of the cycler needs to be taken into consideration. For 

concept design, estimated mass and power consumption for GNC system were determined 
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to be 450 kg and 2.85 kW. The system mass estimated in Table 11 does not include mass of 

propellant and tanks for reaction control thrusters.        

Table 11 - GNC System Hardware [22] 

Component Unit Mass Power 

Sensors: 

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 

Sun Sensor 

Star Sensor 

 

5 kg 

1 kg 

5 kg 

 

10 W 

1 W 

10 W 

Actuators: 

Reaction Control Thrusters (R-40) 

 

10.5 kg 

 

70 W 

      

3.6 Autonomous Robotics Manipulators System (ARMS) 

The space robotic manipulators play key role on performing autonomous operations on the 

crewed spacecraft. Most types of manipulators those are being used in space programs have 

4, 6, and 7 degrees of freedom (DOF) capabilities just like human arms. Human arm can be 

compared to 7 DOF arm where 3 DOF shoulder, 1 DOF elbow, and 3 DOF wrist movements 

makes it a redundant system. Few examples mentioned in reference [18] are: Viking Mars 

Lander Manipulator (USA) with 4 DOF, 6 DOF Canadarm (Canada) on US space shuttle, 6 

DOF Rotex intravehicular activities (Germany), ISS Canadaarm2 remote manipulator with 

7 DOF, 8 DOF Dextrous manipulator (Canada), 6 DOF European robotic arm, and 6 DOF 

Japanese experimental manipulator. These manipulators were designed to serve different 

purposes in space environment for various missions.  

In addition, it is relevant to have manipulator maintenance system designed with fully 

autonomous control mode which can function without the crew. The crew may still provide 

supervisory control while manipulator does pre-stored motion tasks which are useful for 

repetitive operations. Another reason of having autonomous maintenance system is due to 

the significant time delays from Earth. Data-transmission protocols and signal routing delays 

the roundtrip communication with ground station which might cause of delay in emergency 
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repairs and time conservative tasks required for well-being of cycler. Thus, having simulated 

and predictive display functioned program loaded on the robotics manipulator system can be 

helpful to solve time delay problems. For the mission, the manipulators will be needed for 

operations inside and outside of the cycler during unattended flight. The externally attached 

manipulators can help maintain the external hardware and structure of the cycler such as 

repair of damage caused by micrometeorite strikes or debris, replacement of solar panels, 

help with EVA operations, and more.  

 

Figure 10 - Canadarm-2 Mobile Servicing System [28] 

Table 12 - Canadarm-2 Systems Specifications [23] 

 
Remote 

Manipulator 

Dexterous 

System 

Mobile Base 

System 

DOF 7 15 Fixed 

Approx. Mass 1,800 kg 1,662 kg 1,450 kg 

Load Capacity 116,000 kg 600 kg 20,900 kg 

Operational Power 2 kW 2 kW 0.825 kW 

Average Power 1.360 kW 0.60 kW 0.365 kW 
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For initial system sizing, external manipulator selected for the cycler is 7 DOF Canadarm2 

remote manipulator system which is being used on ISS. One of the advantages of Canadarm2 

is its ability to relocate with use of its mobile base system. The dexterous manipulator 

performs routine maintenance on ISS with its precise handling and dual arms capabilities. It 

also allows crew to work from inside the cycler using dexterous manipulator attached to 

main arm of manipulator which is designed to remove and replace small parts with precise 

handling. Canadarm2 is illustrated in Figure 10 above and specifications of the components 

are listed in Table 12. Based on specifications listed in Table 12, the total mass and 

operational power required for entire exterior remote servicing system was estimated to be 

4910 kg and 4.83 kW [23]. Furthermore, NASA has also developed prototypes of space 

robots which can assist the crew in space such as Robonaut, Robonaut-2, and Valkyrie; 

although, the technology readiness level is very low at the moment for these humanoids [29, 

30].  

The cycler mission also requires internal maintenance system to perform various tasks for 

internal equipment maintenance, repair, and housekeeping. The internally connected 

manipulators can be useful for such tasks for example, parts assembly and replacements, 

loading and unloading, parts transfer, repairing, cleaning, and more. However, developing 

an entire new technology to fulfil these requirements would be more time consuming and 

not cost effective. Another alternative can be considered which uses the available robotic 

manipulators and modify based on mission requirements. This modified commercial-off-the-

shelf (COTS) method allows use of commercial technology readily available or after 

modifications based on operational requirements which reduces the manufacturing cost and 

time. Thus, for the cycler concept design, the manipulators required for internal maintenance 

can be compared with 6 DOF manipulators being used in automated manufacturing. These 

manipulators are used for assembly, loading-unloading, parts transfer, parts cleaning, 

handling, dispensing, machine tending, soldering, testing and measuring, room cleaning, 

packaging, and other various applications. For concept design, the FANUC multi-purpose 

intelligent robot manipulator was considered for the vehicle concept design which is shown 
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in Figure 11 assuming changes in their designs can be made according to mission 

requirements. The specifications are also listed in Table 13 for specific FANUC 2000i Series 

COTS articulated manipulator considered for ARMS concept. The purpose for selecting 

specifically FANUC manipulator is because it has extended reach capability of upto 3.1 m, 

thus, it can have maximum access to internal area of the vehicle without relocating. The 

design changes also include reducing system mass and changes in structure accordingly for 

suitable space environment. These manipulators can be mounted with moving base 

mechanism inside the cycler to relocate around cycler internal areas. At least two 

manipulator systems for internal maintenance and one for external were predicted for the 

ARMS concept design with estimated total mass and power values of 7550 kg and 9.80 kW. 

Table 13 - FANUC 2000i Series Manipulator Specifications [31] 

DOF 6 

Wrist Load Capacity Upto 270 kg 

Max Reach 3.1 meters 

Approx. Mass 1320 kg 

Average Power 2.5 kW 

Ambient Temperature 0 – 45 oC 

 

            

Figure 11 - FANUC Multipurpose Robotic Manipulator [31] 
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3.7 Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Systems 

For the cycler mission, extra-vehicular activities by the crew during Earth-Mars transfer is 

not necessary since cycler will have autonomous maintenance system as mentioned above. 

However, cycler must be occupied with EVA equipment on-board in case of emergency 

operations considering worst-case scenarios. EVA support system includes portable life 

support, replenishing consumables, tools, and pressure enclosed space such as airlock. The 

sizing of EVA system is estimated for free-fall operations to repair or maintain the cycler. 

The limitation considered for EVAs include maximum of 3 EVAs per week, minimum two 

crewmembers per EVA, no EVA in first 72 hours of in-orbit, and rest days between EVAs 

as listed in reference [18]. To estimate EVA system, it was assumed that one EVA per month 

is performed by two crewmembers for the cycler mission.  

The space environment also affects EVA operations which needs to be considered. Thus, the 

system needs to be protected against ionizing radiation, micrometeoroid, propellant 

contamination, and broken spacecraft hardware while performing EVAs on S1L1. The 

system should also be designed for zero gravity, vacuum and alternating thermal extreme 

conditions. The pressure requirements for the space suits limits design characteristics for the 

system. The minimum pressure limits for suit systems are 25.9 kPa and 57.2 kPa for gloves 

performance [18]. Airlock is required for the connection between inside of the vehicle and 

outer space since there are two different pressures environment. An airlock helps maintain 

habitable environment of the cycler vehicle for the crew.   

The EVA system sizing was estimated based on existing systems given in reference [18] 

which are shown in Table 14. The changes to the systems can be made to meet the mission 

requirements and with use of more advanced technologies. The values shown below is based 

on an example given in reference [18] for free-fall orbit operations. Suit mass includes life 

support and garments assembly while suit mission mass includes 2 EVA crew plus one spare 

suit mass, the airlock mass is as same as ISS airlock. Thus, assuming one EVA operation per 

month for total of 34 months (2.8 years of contingency) gives an estimate of 550 kg of 
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consumables for EVA crew and two airlocks for redundancy with 6228 kg each. Therefore, 

the initial mass of EVA system was estimated to be 13,800 kg. Although the system mass 

can be reduced by developing re-generable life support system for EVA operations which is 

not considered for concept design discussed in this paper.     

Table 14 - EVA System Parameters [18] 

EVA Component per Unit 

Suit Mass 119 kg 

Suit Volume 1 m3 

Suit Mission Mass 357 kg 

Suit Mission Volume 2.9 m3 

Consumables 8 kg/CM 

Maneuvering Unit for rescue 35 kg 

EVA tools 123 kg 

Airlock Mass 6228 kg 

Airlock Volume 4.5 m3 

  

3.8 Structures 

The structures system is required to hold all other systems and equipment together and 

stabilized and withstand the disturbance forces. While in space, the crew and vehicle need 

protection from vacuum internal pressure, thermal cycling, radiation, and pyrotechnic shock. 

The structures system also needs to ensure crew safety and mission success. The key 

characteristics of space vehicle structures that need to be considered during preliminary 

design process are stiffness, strength, natural frequency, damping, mass properties, structural 

life, and positional stability. Furthermore, the space structure is required to be designed with 

light weight and strong materials to minimize use of propellant. NASA [20] also suggests 

design of system with required ultimate factor of safety range of 1.4-2.0 for the space 

structures.   
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For the cycler concept design, the structures system was estimated based on pressurized 

volume required for the crew and historical data of the structural supports required for human 

spaceflight from reference [18]. For vehicle initial sizing, it was determined that the crew 

would require 155 m3 of pressurized volume (from Equation [1]) which correspond to a 

cylinder shaped habitat module with estimated length (L) of 11.5 m and diameter (Din) of 

4.2 m (Dout: 4.4 m). The basic schematic of pressurized module with dimensions can be seen 

in Figure 12. The thickness of the wall is assumed to be 0.1 m considering water running 

through the walls and insulations for radiation protection. Moreover, aluminum was 

considered as a main structural material due to its high strength to mass ratio and since it 

provides high buckling strength. Aluminum is also readily available, lightweight, corrosion 

resistant, ductile and easy to machine, and low cost unlike other metals such as titanium and 

beryllium. The mass of an empty pressurized module can be estimate using Equation [23].    

                                        𝑚𝑝𝑚 = 𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝜋 (𝑟2
2 − 𝑟1

2) 𝐿                                             [23]  

Where, r is radius in m, L is length in m, 𝜌 is material density which is 2700 kg/m3 for 

aluminum. It is assumed that thickness of the aluminum sheet is 0.01 m for both, inner and 

outer surfaces. Using Equation [23], the mass of an empty pressurized module was estimated 

to be 8,370 kg which includes only the aluminum structure.    

 

Figure 12 - Pressurized Module Concept Design 
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The pressurized module consist of crew quarters and some of the accommodation equipment. 

However, the cycler also requires other structural supports for the mission such as 

pressurized mating adapters (PMAs) for docking-undocking ability with crew transfer 

vehicles and resupply modules. An observation deck for the crew is recommended for having 

ability to check surroundings of the cycler vehicle. The multiple docking adapters are also 

useful for connecting different segments of the cycler vehicle. For the concept design, the 

reference data of ISS [32] and Skylab [33] structural elements have been used to estimate 

the sizing of cycler’s structures system. The designs of these elements can be refined based 

on mission requirements. Table 15 below lists the parameters of these structural supports 

used on ISS and Skylab. At least two PMAs and one of each docking adapter and observation 

deck are considered for the cycler mission. Thus, the total mass of structures system was 

estimated to be 19,690 kg.  
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Table 15 – Reference data of Supporting Structures [18, 32, 33] 

Element Parameters 

Pressurized Mating Adapter (PMA, ISS) 

 

 

Mass: 1,589 kg 

Length: 1.86 m 

Width: 1.9 m at Wide End 

           (2.37 m Narrow End) 

Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA, Skylab) 

 

 

Mass: 6,260 kg  

Length: 5.2 m 

Width: 4.3 m 

Observation Deck (Cupola, ISS) 

 

 

Mass: 1,880 kg  

Length: 3 m 

Height: 1.5 m 

Diameter: 3 m 
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3.9 Propulsion System 

The main propulsion system is required for short term of mission to perform direct ∆𝑣 

maneuver from LEO to S1L1 trajectory with one impulsive burn. As mentioned in CONOPS, 

this is a one-time occurring event for the cycler. Moreover, propulsion system provides many 

functions such as launching, orbit insertion and transfer, orbit maintenance and maneuvering, 

and attitude control. There are many propulsion technologies introduced for space propulsion 

such as chemical propulsion, electric propulsion, nuclear fission and advanced concepts such 

as solar sails and solar thermal propulsion. The efficiency of the system is determined by 

specific impulse, Isp (in s). The Isp can be determined using Equation [24] where F is thrust 

in newton, �̇� is propellant mass flow rate in kg/s, and go is gravitational constant of Earth 

(9.81 m/s2) which shows that high thrust is achieved with high Isp.      

                                                             𝐼𝑠𝑝 =
𝐹

𝑔𝑜 �̇�
                                                             [24] 

In addition, the chemical propulsion is most traditional technology being used on large 

spacecraft and it also has ability to provide high thrust (upto 12x106 N). The Isp of the solid 

propellant rocket ranges from 260-300 s, hybrid propellant rockets from 290-350 s, and 

liquid propellant rockets from 140-460 s [18]. Thus, liquid propellant rockets have ability to 

provide high thrust. The electric propulsion provides very high Isp (500-10000 s) but thrust 

levels are very low compared to high system mass. The nuclear propulsion is considered as 

most powerful propulsion system with Isp of 800-6000 s. However, it is very expensive and 

still not proven for use in space. Thus, the use of nuclear propulsion is not considered during 

the concept design of the propulsion system.         

Two main characteristics of sizing the propulsion system are the amount of propellant to size 

tanks and feeding system, and amount of thrust to size the engine system. It is stated in 

reference [18] that thrust-to-weight (F/W) ratio required for high thrust orbital maneuvers 

ranges from 0.1 to 0.3. The cycler requires high propulsive maneuver system to escape 

Earth’s gravitational force to go to the S1L1 trajectory. The minimum F/W considered for 
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the propulsion system sizing is 0.3 which cannot be achieved with electric propulsion. Thus, 

traditional chemical propulsion was selected for the cycler mission. Direct ∆𝑣 required to go 

from LEO to S1L1 is 3.796 km/s with 𝑣∞ leveraging as mentioned in reference [14].  

For the cycler mission, Liquid Oxygen (LOX) as oxidizer and Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) as 

fuel were selected as main propellants with most efficient RL 10B-2 thruster providing Isp of 

465 s. The total dry mass of the cycler vehicle was determined by adding mass of all the 

subsystems calculated as listed in Table 17 below. The total dry mass of 109,000 kg for the 

cycler concept design also includes attitude control and main propulsion systems mass which 

were estimated to be 15% of propellant mass. Assuming same propellant (LOX/LH2) used 

for reaction control thrusters, the mass of attitude control propellant was estimated to be 3% 

of vehicle dry mass which is 2,710 kg. The 15% of propellant mass gives an estimate of 

18,200 kg of mass for main propulsion system and approximately 410 kg for attitude control 

propulsion system that include tanks, valves, engines, and supporting structures. Using 

rocket Equation [3], the amount of propellant needed to launch 111,710 kg of mass (incl. 

propellant for attitude control) in S1L1 with direct ∆𝑣 maneuver was iterated to 145,040 kg.  

The propellant mass can be divided into oxidizer and fuel masses using the oxidizer to fuel 

mixture ratio. For LOX/LH2, mixture ratio as provided in reference [18] is 5:1 which 

corresponds to 80% of oxidizer and 20% of fuel by mass. Thus, the total propellant mass 

contains approximately 116,030 kg of LOX and 29,000 kg of LH2. Using the densities of 

liquid oxygen (1141 kg/m3) and liquid hydrogen (70.8 kg/m3), the required volume for 

oxidizer and fuel storage were determined from Equation [25]. Assuming cylindrical shape 

for both oxidizer and fuel tanks with diameter of 5 m, the heights required for the propellant 

storage were also calculated using Equation [26].  

                                                               𝑉 =
𝑚

𝜌
                                                                      [25]  

Here, V is volume in m3, m is mass in kg, and 𝜌 is density in kg/m3.  
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                                                             ℎ =
𝑉

𝜋 𝑟2                                                                        [26]  

Where, h is cylinder height in m, r is cylinder radius in m, and V is volume of the cylinder.   

The list of parameters for the cycler propulsion system are shown in Table 16 below. Since 

the main propulsion system is required for the short term, the staging of the vehicle 

propulsion system should be considered during the preliminary design process. Moreover, 

the propellant mass for attitude control system estimated to 3% of vehicle dry mass is based 

on Table 2 above. At the end, the total propellant mass required for the cycler mission was 

determined to be 147,750 kg approximately.        

Table 16 - Propulsion System Initial Sizing 

Component Parameter 

Main Propellant 145,040 kg 

Attitude Control Propellant Mass 2,710 kg 

Propulsion System Mass 

(Tanks, valves, engines, etc.) 
18,200 kg 

LOX Oxidizer Tank 

Diameter: 5 m  

Height: 5 m 

Volume: 98 m3 

LH2 Fuel Tank 

Diameter: 5 m  

Height: 21 m 

Volume: 396 m3 
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4. Discussion 

The sizing estimations of conceptual designs for the cycler subsystems were determined as 

shown in Chapter 3 above. Table 17 below summarizes the mass and power gross estimates 

for the cycler subsystems. As seen in Table 17, the total mass to be launched in LEO was 

determined to be 256,750 kg and total average power required for the cycler to be 38.25 kW. 

This concept design of the cycler can be used as a baseline for the Earth-Mars human 

spaceflight missions. In Chapter 3, some of the systems were overestimated for the cycler 

concept analysis which can be refined during preliminary design breakdown.        

Table 17 - Mass and Power Estimates of the Cycler Conceptual Design 

Cycler Component Est. Mass Est. Average Power 

Crew Consumables (incl. food, water, & oxygen) 27,330 kg - 

Crew and Spacesuits 815 kg - 

Environment Control and Life Support 1,620 kg 6.80 kW 

Crew Accommodations 10,070 kg 14.6 kW 

Thermal Control System 4,660 kg 0.60 kW 

Attitude Determination and Control 450 kg 2.85 kW 

Power System 3,340 kg 2.30 kW 

Autonomous Robotics Manipulators 7,550 kg 9.80 kW 

Communications and Data 1,070 kg 0.65 kW 

(Attitude Control + Main) Propulsion System 18,600 kg 0.65 kW 

Extravehicular Activities 13,800 kg - 

Structures 19,690 kg - 

Approx. Dry Mass: 109,000 kg  

(Attitude Control + Main) Propellants 147,750 kg  

Total (Approx.): 256,750 kg 38.25 kW 
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In addition, the communication and data system mass shown in Table 17 is based on 1% of 

the vehicle dry mass and power estimate is 2% of total average power while the corresponded 

percentage value used in Table 3 for communication system is based on 15% of total power 

from reference [22]. However, these estimates are applicable for the missions with low 

power requirements since the size of communication system is independent of vehicle size. 

For example, NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) with 953 kg dry mass requires 

total power of 815 W which has 68 kg (7% of dry mass) of communications system that 

needs 212 W (26% of total power) which seem to be sensible [22]. However, the same MRO 

communication system can be used for the cycler mission to communicate with Earth’s 

ground station technically if the subsystem requirements are assumed to be the same. Thus, 

the system mass of almost 7,470 kg if applied 7% of cycler dry mass and 8,590 W power 

required (26% of cycler total power) is not practical for system sizing. Furthermore, the size 

of communication system depends on data-rate requirements for the mission which can be 

determined during preliminary design phase. In addition, the power consumption of 

regulated power system to harness and distribute solar power was estimated to be 2.30 kW 

(7% of total power from Table 3) which is also included in Table 17.   

The gross mass estimate of the vehicle shown in Table 2 was estimated to be 136,300 kg 

(150 t) which is lower compared to the cycler mass of 256,750 kg (283 t). However, the 

system mass estimate in Table 2 is based on historical data for human spacecraft missions 

which can be used as basic baseline for spacecraft designs. The interplanetary human 

spaceflight require additional systems to support long term missions as discussed in Chapter 

3. The conceptual design analysis includes all the systems and equipment for S1L1 

trajectory-based mission architecture. The structure of the cycler was determined to be 

heavier than initially estimated values since additional supporting structures were 

considered. The life support system and accommodations equipment tend to consume more 

power than initially estimated (in Table 3) since there were additional equipment considered 

for the cycler mission as per mission requirements. Additionally, the mass of the robotics 

manipulators have been overestimated for the maintenance system concept.   
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5. Conclusion 

Earth-Mars cyclers are currently one of the best alternatives for human transportation to 

Mars. Re-usability of the cycler vehicles allow missions to be more cost effective. This 

research introduced a mission architecture and conceptual design of the vehicle subsystems 

with the mission requirements. To determine the concept design parameters, S1L1 cycler 

trajectory was selected. Most of the sizing parameters were estimated based on existing 

systems used for human spaceflight missions from reference [18]. The model of concept of 

operations for the cycler was determined based on the mission objectives. Furthermore, the 

total mass and power estimates of the cycler concept design were determined to be       

256,750 kg (283 t) and 38.3 kW including propellant mass of 145,040 kg (160 t) required to 

go from LEO to S1L1. The total mass to be launched in S1L1 trajectory was determined to 

be 111,710 kg (123 t) with all necessary life support systems, accommodations, 

consumables, and other systems on board excluding CTV and resupply module. Therefore, 

the total mass of 256,750 kg (283 t) would need to be launched in LEO which corresponds 

to multiple launches based on currently available launchers’ payload capacity.    

Furthermore, the mass budget of 136,300 kg (150 t) estimated in Chapter 2 only includes 

mass of subsystems and consumables based on pressurized volume required for the habitat. 

However, the studies showed that additional structural supports and systems would also be 

required to support long term human spaceflight missions. Thus, other components such as 

pressurized mating adapters for crew docking, multiple docking adapter, robotics 

manipulators, and many more were considered for the cycler concept design. The concept of 

autonomous robotics manipulators system (ARMS) was also introduced for the vehicle 

external and internal maintenance. The maintenance system would need to be designed to 

work fully autonomously during unattended flight to maintain the cycler for long term.                  
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5.1 Future Work 

For future work, detailed analysis and research on the vehicle subsystems are suggested. The 

detailed study for mission phases of the cycler assembly would also require including 

propulsion system staging. Meanwhile, the alternate approaches for disposal of empty 

propellant tanks should also be considered. The sizing parameters of the cycler should be 

iterated during detailed design phase. The detailed analysis on subsystems requirements 

should also be included as part of preliminary design. More discussion on hardware systems, 

advanced communication and data handling systems, and auto-maintenance system are 

recommended. A detailed study of planning on in-orbit assembly of the cycler vehicle is also 

recommended.  
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